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poolside profile
This pool and garden renovation started

Mirror, mirror on the wall
Mirrored pillars ensure this stunning space
can be seen from all areas of the house

with the clients wanting a vegetable garden.
The old garden was tired and untidy, and
contained elements that were neither
functioning nor used any more. The garden
renovation was designed by Paul Scrivener and
built by Kieran Devlin and the team at KMD The
Outdoor Construction Company.
The clients required more area around the
pool to sit and enjoy the pool, garden and
district views. With an active son, they also
wanted more space for him to play with his
friends. Once the project evolved, it became
apparent the coping and paving around the
pool had to be changed, as did the tiling
inside the pool as some areas had popped
off. The original job grew from a simple
garden renovation to the entire outdoor space
being redone.
The materials chosen had to be sympathetic
to the home’s existing sandstone base, with
spotted gum decking at the far end of the pool
and Sydney sandstone paving complementing
the style of the house. Frameless glass fencing
opened the space as much as possible and
mirrors were added to the pillars in the garden
to enable the features to be viewed from all
angles within the house.
Railway sleepers were incorporated as
the borders for the vegetable garden, with
stainless-steel garden lights placed throughout
the landscape. Formal plantings of buxus,
murraya and lilly pilly species, as well as
magnolia feature trees, line the property and
finish the design in keeping with the fashion
of the house.
Specialising in detailed pool construction and
project co-ordination, KMD is a fully licensed
and insured Sydney-based pool builder, garden
designer and construction company.
KMD can provide everything from initial
plans and advice through to full construction
and maintenance, from small to large
developments.
KMD The Outdoor Construction Company
is a friendly, hard-working, professional and
creative team led by Kieran Devlin. The team
has more than 13 years experience designing
and reviving outdoor spaces. Offering
innovative and unique solutions, the company
provides an extensive range of integrated
services, such as pool construction, feature
walls, stone façades, outdoor entertaining
areas and hard and soft landscapes.
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Project built by KMD The Outdoor Construction
Company
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W: www.kmdoutdoorconstruction.com.au
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Builder’s licence number: 196493c
Renovation designed by Paul Scrivener
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